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(54) Title: TRANSACTION METHOD AND SELLING SYSTEM

(54) Bezeichnung: TRANSAKTIONSVERFAHREN UND VERKAUFSSYSTEM

(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a transaction method between a customer and a service terminal forming part of a plurality
of service terminals that supply in situ pay products and/or services selected by the customer. The invention also relates to a selling

system for implementing said transaction method. An order voucher comprising an identification (62) of the service terminal (4)
is transmitted to a services central office via a mobile radiotelephone network by means of a portable mobile device of the

customer. T'he creditworthiness of the customer who transmitted the order voucher is then checked by the services central office

In case of positive creditworthiness, said central office sends a credit voucher comprising a credit value via a communication

network to the service terminal defined by the service terminal identification The service terminal authorizes the
selection of a product and/or service on the basis of the credit voucher it received and supplies the desired product or service in

line with the selection made by the customer. The service terminal sends a delivery confirmation comprising an amount due for the

delivered product or service to the services central office which then debits said amount due from an account of the customer.

(57) Zusammenfassung: Vorgeschlagen wird ein Transaktionsverfahren zwischen einem Kunden und einem von mehreren Dienst-

If terminals die durch Kunden selektierbare, kostenpflichtige Produkte und/oder Dienstleistungen vor Ort liefem, sowie ein Ver-

kaufssystem zur Ausfihrung dieses Transaktionsverfahrens, wobei mittels eines tragbaren Mobilgerits des Kunden ein Anfor-

derungsbeleg der eine Dienstterminalidentifizierung (62) des Dienstterminals umfasst, iiber ein Mobilfunknetz an eine

Dienstentrale iibermittelt wird, woei die Dienstzentrale die Kreditwirdigkeit des Kunden iiberpriift, von dem der Anfor-
Sderungsbeleg iibermittelt wurde, und bei positiver Kreditwtirdigkeit einen Kreditbeleg, der einen Kreditwert umfasst, iber ein

Kommunikationsnetz an das durch die Dienstterminalidentifizierung (62) bestimmte Dienstterminal ibermittelt, und wobei

das Dienstterminal auf Grund des empfangenen Kreditbelegs die Selektion eines Produkts und/oder einer Dienstleistung freigibtSund entsprechend der vom Kunden gettitigten Selektion das gewiinschte Produkt oder die gewnschte Dienstleistung ausliefert und

eine Auslieferungsbestitigung, die einen Kostenbetrag des ausgelieferten Produkts oder der ausgelieferten Dienstleistung umfasst,
an die Dienstzentrale iObermittelt, die den Kostenbetrag einem Konto des Kunden belastet.



Transaction Method and Sales System

The present invention relates to a transaction method and a sales

system. In particular, the present invention relates to a transaction method

between a customer and a service terminal, which service terminal supplies on

location products and/or services, selectable by the customer, subject to costs,

as well as a sales system comprising a multiplicity of such service terminals.

Service terminals which supply on location products and/or services

selectable by customers, subject to costs, have the advantage that, as a rule,

they are open to customers at any time without personnel being needed, except

io for maintenance tasks and, if applicable, refilling tasks. Mentioned here in a

non-exhaustive way as examples of such service terminals should be vending

machines, for instance for consumer goods such as foodstuffs and/or luxury

foodstuffs and tobacco and/or commodities, ticket vending machines,

automated pumps for fuels, and data terminals for obtaining data subject to

fees and/or for access to software applications subject to fees, for instance

game programs, and/or communication services. In general, the products

and/or services are supplied (or respectively made available) by these

terminals in exchange for prior payment, the service terminals being equipped

therefor with corresponding means for accepting and checking cash payment in

the form of coins and/or notes.

Described in the patent publication U.S. 5,352,876 is a vending machine

comprising a card reader into which a credit card can be inserted with a credit

amount stored thereon for payment of goods to be supplied. According to the

patent publication U.S. 5,352,876 the credit amount can also be loaded onto

the credit card by the vending machine after successful check of a secret code

entered by the customer and after successful credit check by a credit center.

Conventional vending systems with service terminals which supply on

location products and/or services selectable by customers have the drawback,

however, that the customer either has to have suitable cash in a particular

currency since the conventional service terminals, as a rule, support only the

local currency of a country, or the customer has to carry on him a credit card

accepted by the vending system. Moreover conventional service terminals can

only serve one customer at a time, i.e. the ordering, payment and supply of

products and/or services are carried out and concluded in the conventional
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service terminals for one customer in each case before another customer can

be served.

Described in the patent application WO 98/54678 is a system for access

to gasoline (petrol) pumps and for filling the gasoline (petrol) tank of motor

vehicles by means of these gasoline (petrol) pumps. According to WO

98/54678, an identification of the gasoline (petrol) pump and an access code

are entered by the customer and transmitted to a central control unit by means

of a mobile radio telephone. In the central control unit, the access code

according to WO 98/54678 is checked, and the identified gasoline (petrol) pump

identified, if applicable, for the filling of the gasoline (petrol) tank. According to

WO 98/54678, checked in addition in the central unit can be whether the

respective user is entered on a black list.

The discussion of the background to the invention herein is included to

explain the context of the invention. This is not to be taken as an admission

that any of the material referred to was published, known or part of the common

general knowledge in Australia as at the priority date of any of the claims.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an improved

transaction method between a customer and a service terminal and a new and

better sales system which method and system at least alleviate the drawbacks

of the state of the art.

According to one aspect of the present invention there is provided a

transaction method between a customer and one of a multiplicity of service

terminals which service terminals supply on location products and/or services,

selectable by customers, subject to costs, wherein

the service terminal transmits via a contactless interface an executable

selection program to a mobile device of the customer, the selection program

lists on the display of the mobile device products and/or services available in

the service terminal for selection by the customer, and the selection program

generates an order record based on a product selected by the customer and/or

a selected service,

the order record includes a service terminal identification for the service

terminal and an object identification for a desired product or a desired service

and by means of the portable mobile device transmits it via a mobile radio

network to a service center,

W:imarle\GABNODEL681351-13 Nov.03.doc
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the service center checks the credit worthiness of the customer from

whom the order record was transmitted, and, in the case of positive credit

worthiness, transmits a credit record including at least one credit value and/or

the object identification via a communication network to the service terminal

identified through the service terminal identification,

on the basis of the received credit record, the service terminal releases

the selection of at least one of the products and/or services identified through

the object identification and, corresponding to the selection made by the

customer, supplies the desired product or the desired service and transmits to

the service center a supply confirmation containing a cost amount for the

supplied product or the supplied service, and

the service center bills to the customer the cost amount for the supplied product

or the supplied service.

According to a further aspect of the present invention there is provided a

sales system including a multiplicity of service terminals which service terminals

supply on location products and/or services selectable by customers, subject to

costs, wherein

the service terminals each include a contactless device interface, the

service terminals each include a memory unit in which a selection program is

stored, through which selection program a processor of a mobile device is

controllable in such a way that the processor lists on a display of the mobile

device products and/or services available at the service terminal for selection by

the customer and generates an order record based on a product selected by the

customer or a service selected, and wherein the service terminals each include

means of transmitting the selection program via the contactless interface to a

mobile device,

the sales system includes at least one service center which includes

means of receiving data messages from mobile devices via a mobile radio

network, and of recognizing and accepting order records from among these

data messages, which order records each contain an object identification for a

desired product or a desired service and a service terminal identification for the

service terminal from which service terminal a desired product and/or a desired

service is supposed to be supplied,

the service center includes means of taking the object identification from

W:\mar~e\GASNODEL\681351.13 Nov.03.doc
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the order record and the service center includes means of checking the credit

worthiness of the customer from whom the order record has been transmitted,

and, in the case of positive credit worthiness, of transmitting a credit record

containing at least one credit value and the object identification via a

communication network to the service terminal identified through the service

terminal identification,

the service terminal includes means of releasing the selection of at least

one of the products and/or at least one of the services, in each case based on

the received credit record, and of supplying the desired product or the desired

service corresponding to the selection made by the customer and of

transmitting a supply confirmation to the service center containing a cost

amount for the supplied product or the supplied service, and

the service center includes means of billing to the customer the cost

amount for the supplied product or the supplied service.

The contactless device interface may be independent of the above-

mentioned mobile radio network. The mobile device may be for example a

mobile radio telephone or a communication-capable personal digital assistant

(PDA), or a laptop or palmtop computer. An advantage of this selection

program is that the customer does not have to type in any object identifications

for products and/or services, whereby entry errors of this kind can be avoided.

The object identification may be transmitted from the service center via the

communication network to the service terminal which supplies the product

identified by the object identification or the service identified by the object

identification. An advantage of this solution is that, in selecting the desired

product and/or the desired service, customers may not be dependent upon the

user interface made available by the service terminal and consequently a

plurality of customers with their mobile devices are able to order the supply of

products and/or services at the same time.

Through a credit check prior to transmission of the credit record to the

service terminal, the service terminals can be relieved of the burden from

unnecessary requests from credit-unworthy customers. An advantage of this

solution is that, owing to the centralized billing of the costs incurred, currency

conversions of the currency of the respective cost amount can be carried out in

the numerous service terminals into the currency of the respective customer

W:Vnade\GABNODEL\681351-13 Nov.03.doc
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account without precautions being necessary, whereby points of loyalty point

programs can also be accepted and handled as customer currency, so that

customers do not have to have available cash in a currency supported by the

service terminal. In particular when the mobile radio network used supports

roaming across country borders, which is the case, for example, in GSM, UMTS

mobile radio networks or also in other, e.g. satellite-based, mobile radio

networks, a further advantage of this solution is that the sales system according

to the invention can be achieved and used in a cross-national way.

In an embodiment variant, before supply of the desired product and/or

the desired service, the service terminal asks the customer to give a

confirmation of the desired product or the desired service to be supplied. This

W:\mnade\GABNODEL\681351-13 Nov.03.doc



confirmation can take place, for example, through actuation of a corresponding

operating key and/or through entry of a piece of confirmation information, for

instance a predefined number of end digits of the call number of the respective

mobile device, which the service terminal compares with end digits which have

been transmitted to the service terminal together with the credit record. Supply

of undesired products and/or services can be avoided by means of the

confirmation. Through the entry and the checking of the confirmation

information moreover it can be verified that the same customer is involved from

whom the order record was transmitted.

In an embodiment variant, the service center transmits the credit record,

together with a service terminal identification for the service terminal from

which the product and/or service has been ordered, via the communication

network to a service terminal center, which service terminal center passes on

the credit record via a communication link to the service terminal identified by

the service terminal identification. This variant is advantageous in particular

when the service terminals are not set up such that they can receive data

directly from the service center via the communication network, so the lacking

functions of such service terminals can be assumed by the service terminal

center for a plurality of such service terminals.

An embodiment of the present invention will be described in the

following with reference to an example. The example of the embodiment will be

illustrated by the following attached figures:

Figure 1 shows a block diagram representing schematically a sales

system with a service center and a plurality of service terminals as well as a

mobile device which is connected to the sales system via a mobile radio

network.

Figure 2a shows schematically a possible set up for an order record.

Figure 2b shows schematically a further possible set up for an order

record.

Figure 3 shows a time-dependent diagram illustrating schematically the

information flow between the mobile device, the service center and the service

terminal, the possible information flow in the service terminal as well as certain

possible operations of the service terminal likewise being shown.



The reference numeral 1 in Figure 1 refers to a mobile device, for

example a mobile radio telephone, or a personal digital assistance (PDA), a

palmtop or a laptop computer, which are each set up such that they are able to

communicate via the mobile radio network 2, for instance a GSM or a UMTS

mobile radio network or another, e.g. satellite-based, mobile radio network.

The mobile device 1 comprises a chipcard 11 with processor 111 and data and

program memory 112, for example a SIM card 11 (Subscriber Identification

Module). The mobile device 1 further comprises a display 13 and operating

elements 12, and, optionally, a contactless device interface 14, for instance an

0io infrared interface or a radio interface, e.g. a Bluetooth radio interface.

The reference numeral 4 in Figure 1 refers to a service terminal which

supplies products and/or services selected by the customer. Examples of such

service terminals 4 have already been mentioned in the introduction. To

achieve the present invention, conventional service terminals of the mentioned

type are provided with a extension module 41 which is integrated into the

housing of the conventional service terminal or is designed as a separate unit,

the extension module 41 being connected e.g. via a cable connection, to the

service terminal controller bus 43 of the service terminal controller 42 of the

conventional service center. The functionality of the extension module 41 can

also be integrated directly into the service terminal controller 42. As in the

conventional service terminals of the mentioned type, the service terminal 4

comprises, in addition to the service terminal controller 42, further components

and/or modules which can be controlled by the service terminal controller 42:

the actual service module 44, for example a electromechanical) device, as

indicated in Figure 1, which contains the products subject to costs and can

supply these, for instance through the product dispensing device 47, or a

computer, ready for operation, with software applications and/or access to

databases, subject to fees, a display 45 for showing information and instruction

for customers of the service terminal 4, operating elements 46 for entry of

information and instruction by the customer. Optionally, the service terminal 4,

like conventional service terminals of the mentioned type, further comprises a

payment device 48 which can receive and process e.g. coins, notes and/or

credit cards as means of payment, as well as a money changing device 49,

which can give change, if applicable. According to the present invention, the

payment device 48 and the money changing device 49 of a conventional
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service terminal of the mentioned type can be replaced by the extension

module 41 if the possibility for payment by means of cash and/or credit card is

not supposed to be maintained. The service center 4 also comprises a memory

module (not shown), for instance a network part connectible to the electricity

network, and/or a battery and/or solar cells, in particular for mobile operation.

The extension module 41 comprises a communication module 411 with

all hardware and/or software components for data exchange via the

communication network for example a fixed network, e.g. a LAN (Local Area

Network), the public switched telephone network, or an IP network (Internet

Protocol), or a mobile radio network, for instance a GSM or UMTS mobile

network or another, e.g. satellite-based, mobile radio network. Furthermore the

extension module 41 comprises a bus control module 414 with the hardware

and/or software components for communication with the service terminal

controller 42 via the service terminal controller bus 43. The link to the control

of the service terminal 4 is carried out, for example, via the MDB protocol,

according to the Internal Communication Protocol which has been specified by

the European Vending Machine Manufacturers Association and defines both

the physical as well as the logical interface (version 2.2 of 8th October 1997).

The service terminal controller bus 43 is, for example, a serial current loop bus

according to MDB specification chapters 1 and 2. The extension module 41

further comprises programmed software modules which are executed on a

processor (not shown) of the extension module 41, i.e. the transaction module

412 and the confirmation module 413, the functions of which will be described

later, as well as, in an embodiment variant, a selection program 415 executable

in a mobile device 1 which is stored in a memory of the extension module 41.

The reference numeral 3 in Figure 1 refers to a service center, which is

based on a server (computer), available on the market, and a communication

module 31 with hardware and software components for communication via the

mobile radio network 2 as well as a communication module 31' with the

hardware and software components for communication via the communication

network The service center 3 comprises moreover programmed software

modules which are executed on a processor (not shown) of the service center

3, i.e. the filter module 32, the credit record module 33, the credit checking

module 34, the billing module 35 as well as the transaction module 36, the

functions of which will be described later. As is further apparent from Figure 1,



the service center 3 has moreover access to a database 37, which will likewise

be described later.

A customer who would like to obtain a product and/or service from the

service terminal 4, requests the delivery of this product and/or service in that

he transmits an order record 6, 6' (see Figures 2a and 2b) by means of his

mobile device 1 via the mobile radio network 2 to the service center 3. The

order record is transmitted, for example, in a data message, for instance a SMS

message (Short Message Service) or a USSD message (Unstructured

Supplementary Services Data) or a data packet of the GPRS service

io (Generalized Packet Radio Service). The use of USSD messages is preferred

over the use of SMS message since USSD messages are not transmitted in'

store-and-forward mode, like SMS messages, but instead can be transmitted

directly and thus faster. Transmitted USSD messages are passed on by the

signaling system of the mobile radio network 2, for example a CCITT signaling

system Number 7 (SS7), to the Home Location Register (HLR) of the respective

customer, from where they can be further transmitted, in the present case, to

the service center 3. An advantage of the transmission of a order record by

means of a USSD message, which has been defined, for example, in the

standard GSM 02.90, 03.90 and/or 04.90 for Unstructured Supplementary

Service Data (USSD) by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute

(ETSI), is that this is very user-friendly since it is very easy for a user to write a

USSD message and send it, e.g. easier than a SMS message. Moreover

USSD messages can be further transmitted automatically by a user who is

roaming in a visited network (Visited Public Land Mobile Network, VPLMN)

from this VPLMN via the signaling system to the HLR of this customer even

when outgoing calls and/or SMS messages are blocked for the user in the

VPLMN. A further advantage is that the transmission of a USSD message can

take place more quickly and free of charge since the USSD message is passed

on via the signaling system.

Illustrated in Figure 2a and 2b are examples of the structure of the order

record 6, 6' for transmission as USSD messages. The USSD order record 6

shown in Figure 2a comprises, following a symbol, a service code 61,

thereafter a further symbol, after which a service terminal identification 62

follows and a final symbol. The service code 61, for example a numerical

sequence, serves to indicate the service through which the data message is



supposed to be transmitted, i.e. the ordering of products and/or services from

service terminals of the mentioned type. According to the standard 02.90

(03.90, 04.90) for Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) of the

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), the service code 61

has three digits and preferably has a value in the range of 100 to 149, which

has the consequence that such a USSD message is transmitted from a visited

network (Visited Public Land Mobile Network, VPLMN) directly into the home

network (Home Public Land Mobile Network, HPLMN). The USSD order

record 6' shown in Figure 2b comprises additionally an object identification 63,

which is inserted before the closing symbol and is marked off from the service

terminal identification 62 by an additional symbol. The object identification

63 serves to identify the desired product and/or the desired service. The object

identifications for products and/or services are indicated to the customer at the

respective service terminal 4.

The order records 6, 6' can be entered, for example, symbol by symbol

by the customer by means of operating elements 12 of the mobile device 1 and

sent via the mobile radio network 2 by means of the SEND command. In an

embodiment variant the mobile device 1 comprises a software program 113 for

the generation of order records, which are stored in a memory 112 on a

chipcard 11, for example, and are executed on the processor 111 of the

chipcard 11 or on another processor of the mobile device 1. This software

program 113 can be started by the customer, for example, by means of the

entry means 12 of the mobile radio device 1. The software program 113

generates an order record 6 with the service code for ordering products and/or

services from service terminals, and asks the customer, e.g. via the display 13

of the mobile device 1 to enter the service terminal identification 62 for the

service terminal 4 from which a product and/or service is supposed to be

ordered, for instance by means of the entry means 12 of the mobile device 1.

Service terminal identifications 62, which consist of a series of numbers, for

instance, are placed on the service terminal 4 in a way clearly visible to the

customer. The service terminal identification 62 entered by the customer is

received by the software program 113 and is inserted into the order record 6.

The created order record 6 can be transmitted via the mobile radio network 2

by the software program 113, for instance after prior confirmation by the

customer, by means of communication functions of the mobile device 1. The



software program 113 is supported, for instance, by the SIM toolkit defined

according to GSM 11.14.

As mentioned above, the described USSD order record 6, 6' is passed

on directly into the HPLMN when it is transmitted in a VPLMN. Moreover one

skilled in the art can define the HPLMN in such a way that USSD order records

6, 6' are transmitted with the service code 61 (for ordering products and/or

services from service terminals 4) to the service center 3. The communication

module 31 of the service center 3 comprises, for example, a MAP interface

which can receive the USSD message 6, described above, from the HLR by

io means of messages of the Mobile Application Part (MAP). The MAP interface

is executed, for example, on the server of the service center 3 as the

interworking unit which comprises conventional hardware and software

components for receiving MAP messages from the HLR, for example via a SS7

signaling system.

In the service center 3, the USSD messages 6, or respectively the

data contained therein, received via the communication module 31 are passed

on to the filter module 32. The filter module 32 is a programmed software

module which compares the service code 61 contained in the received USSD

message 6, 6' with the predefined service code for ordering products and/or

services from service terminals 4. The filter module 32 transmits the data from

received USSD messages 6, 6' which have no service code for ordering

products and/or services from service terminals 4 to a processing module (not

shown), for instance. Data from USSD messages 6, 6' which have a service

code for ordering products and/or services from service terminals 4 and which

are recognized by the filter module 32 are received as order records 6, 6' and

are forwarded to the transaction module 36 for further processing.

On the basis of a received order record 6, the transaction module 36

initiates a transaction, for instance in that an unambiguous transaction number

is generated and transaction data are stored assigned to this transaction

3o number. Besides the service terminal identification 62 (and if applicable the

object identification 63) and e.g. time and date indication with respect to the

receiving of the order record 6, data for identification of the respective

customer are preferably also received and stored as transaction data. It should

be explained here that the identity of the customer is given in each case



through the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) stored on the SIM

card 11, which identity is assigned in the HLR to a MSISDN (Mobile Subscriber

ISDN). The IMSI and/or the assigned MSISDN can be captured and stored as

data for identification of the respective customer in the service center 3, for

instance via the above-mentioned MAP interface.

On the basis of the indications for identification of the respective

customer, the credit checking module 34 determines the credit worthiness of

the respective customer, for instance from a database 37, e.g. a subscriber

database which is administered by the operator of the mobile radio network 2,

io or with the aid of corresponding online financial services of financial service

providers. In the case of lack of credit worthiness, a corresponding message,

for example a USSD or SMS message, can be transmitted, for instance by the

credit checking module 34, to the mobile device 1 of the customer. In the case

of positive credit worthiness of the customer, a credit record is generated by

the credit record module 33 and is transmitted over the communication network

2' to the service terminal 4 identified by the service terminal identification 62. If

the communication network 2' is a mobile radio network, the credit record can

be transmitted to the respective service terminal 4 in the form of a SMS or

USSD message. The credit record contains a credit value, for example ten

Swiss francs, which is predefined or is determined by the credit record module

33 taking into consideration the service terminal 4 identified by the service

terminal identification 62 or respectively the cost amounts (prices) of the

products and/or services offered by this service terminal 4, or, if applicable,

taking into account the cost amount (price) of the product or service identified

through the object identification 63. The credit record also contains, for

example, the above-mentioned transaction number and/or the service terminal

identification 62 and/or, if applicable, the object identification 63. Instead of the

transaction number, data for identification of the customer, for instance his IMSI

or MSISDN number, can be used as transaction identification. Furthermore the

MSISDN number or at least a predefined number of end digits of the MSISDN

number can moreover be transmitted for confirmation purposes, which will be

gone into later, together with the credit record to the respective service terminal

4.

It should be mentioned here furthermore that the communication

between the service center 3 and the service terminal 4 can also take place via



the service terminal center 5 indicated in Figure 1 by broken lines. Credit

records, for instance, are thereby transmitted from the communication module

31' via the communication network 2' to the service terminal center 5, where

they are received by the corresponding communication module 51 of the

service terminal center 5 and are forwarded by the rerouting module 53 with the

aid of the interface module 52 to the service terminal 4 identified through the

service terminal identification 62. The communication module 51 and the

interface module comprise all necessary hardware and software components

for communication via the communication network or respectively via the

io communication link 54, for instance a serial interface RS 232 or RS 485)

to a service terminal 4 in each case.

The credit record is received in the extension module 41 of the service

center 4 from the communication module 411 via the communication network

or respectively via the communication link 54. The communication module

411 comprises all necessary hardware and software components for

communication via the communication network 2' or respectively via the

communication link 54.

Illustrated schematically in Figure 3 is the information flow between the

mobile device 1, the service center 3 and a service terminal 4. Indicated by the

arrow 70 is the transmission of the order record 6, 6' from the mobile device 1

to the service center 3. Indicated by the arrow 71 is the transmission of the

credit record from the service center 3 to the service terminal 4. The

information flow between the extension module 41 and the service terminal

controller 42 is indicated here only by way of example, and depends upon the

type of service terminal 4 used, or of service terminal controller 42.

As is illustrated in Figure 3, on the basis of the received credit record,

the transaction module 412 of the extension module 41 gives an instruction

"open session", indicated by the arrow 72, and afterwards an instruction

"enable credit", indicated by the arrow 73, with the credit value contained in the

credit record, to the service terminal controller 42. The transaction module 412

handles incoming credit records and thus can be designed such that it can

temporarily store a plurality of order transactions (credit records) at the same

time, each of which are signed through their assigned transaction numbers and

can handle them according to FIFO (first in first out), for example. As is



indicated in step 74, the credit value is then indicated on the display 45 of the

service terminal 4 by the service terminal controller 42, and the selection of a

desired product and/or service is released for the customer. In step 75, the

service terminal controller 42 receives the selection of the desired product

and/or service via the operating elements 46 of the service terminal 4. As is

indicated by the arrow 76, following successful selection, the service terminal

controller 42 gives the reply "request dispense" to the extension module 41, for

example together with the object identification and/or the cost amount (price)

for the selected product and/or selected service.

Before the actual delivery of the selected product or the selected

service, the confirmation module 413 can now instruct the service terminal

controller 42 to request the entry of a confirmation by the customer. This

confirmation can take place, for instance, through actuation of a corresponding

function key and/or through entry of confirmation information, e.g. a predefined

number of end digits of the call number (MSISDN) of the respective mobile

device 1, which the confirmation module 413 compares with end digits which

have been transmitted together with the credit record to the service terminal 4.

For example, after this successful confirmation, the transaction module 412 (or

the confirmation module 413) gives the instruction "allow dispense" to the

service terminal controller 42, as is indicated by the arrow 77 in Figure 3.

Afterwards, in step 78, the selected product and/or the selected service is

supplied, and, as indicated by the arrow 79, the reply "dispense confirm" is

given to the extension module 41 by the service terminal controller 42, for

instance together with the object identification and/or the cost amount (price)

for the delivered product or the supplied service. The transaction module 412

can determine the remaining credit for the respective transaction from the

original credit value and the actual cost amount for the delivered product or the

delivered service, and, as indicated by the arrow 80 in Figure 3, can give the

instruction "enable credit" with the remaining credit to the service terminal

controller 42, which shows this remaining credit on the display 45 of the service

terminal 4 in step 81. The transaction module 412 can be designed in such a

way that the selection of further products and/or services can be released as

long as the remaining credit exceeds a predefined value, or the transaction

module 412 can give the instruction "end session" to the service terminal

controller 42 following the delivery of a product or a service, as indicated by the



arrow 82 in Figure 3. The transaction module 412 transmits, as is indicated by

the arrow 83 in Figure 3, a delivery confirmation comprising the object

identification for one or more delivered products and/or services as well as the

corresponding cost amount, possibly a related currency indication and the

transaction number, via the communication network 2' or respectively the

communication link 54 and the service terminal 5 to the service terminal 3. The

transaction module 412 can also be designed in such a way that it temporarily

stores in the service terminal 4 the captured cost amounts for the individual

transactions, and only at a later point in time transmits them in batch mode to

the service center 3, for instance periodically or upon request of the service

center 3.

In the service center 3, a delivery confirmation is transmitted e.g. by the

transaction module 36, as is indicated by the arrow 84 in Figure 3, via the

mobile radio network 2 to the respective mobile device 1, for example in the

form of a USSD or SMS message. Based on the delivery confirmation received

in the service center 3, the cost amount indicated therein is billed to the

respective customer by the billing module 35, taking into account the currency

relating thereto, which is contained in the delivery confirmation or is determined

for the respective service terminal 4 from a database with information about

service terminals 4. The billing module 35 debits the cost amount to the

customer determined e.g. through the above-mentioned IMSI to his subscriber

account in the database 37 or to an account of the customer with a financial

services provider. The billing of the cost amounts debited to the subscriber

account can take place, for example, via the telephone bill of the respective

customer. The debiting of the cost amounts can also take place to a particular

prepaid account determined through the IMSI or the MSISDN so that the

personal identity of the customer can remain anonymous. The prepaid account

can also be set up, for example, directly on the chipcard 11.

In an embodiment variant, the service terminal 4 further comprises a

memory with a selection program 415 stored therein which is executable on a

processor of the mobile device 1, for instance on a processor 111 of the

chipcard 11. The selection program 415 is, for example, a Java applet (Java is

a registered trademark of the company Sun Microsystems) or another platform-

independent program object. The selection program 415 comprises an

inventory list of the products and/or services currently available in the



respective service terminal 4, which list is updated through corresponding

software functions in the service terminal 4.

The selection program 415 can be transmitted via a contactless device

interface 14' 14 from the service terminal 4 to the mobile device 1 and is

executed e.g. on the processor 111 of the chipcard 11, for instance as a reply

to a corresponding request generated by the mobile device 1, and transmitted,

for example, via the contactless device interface 14 -14' to the service terminal

4. The selection program 415 can also be requested by the mobile device 1

via the mobile radio network 2, the service center 3, and the communication

io network or respectively the communication link 54, and transmitted to the

mobile device 1.

Through the execution of the selection program 415 in the mobile device

1, the objects and/or services available in the service terminal 4 are displayed

on the display 13 of the mobile device 1 of the respective customer for

selection. After successful selection by the customer, the selection program

415 generates the order record which contains, in addition to the service

code 61 and the service terminal identification 62, also the object identification

63, and transmits this order record, as described above, to the service center 3

with the aid of communication functions of the mobile device 1.

If, in addition, the object identification 63 is also transmitted (inserted by

the selection program 415 or by the customer, for example) in the order record

the steps 73 to 76 described above (see Figure 3) can be skipped, and the

instruction "allow dispense" together with the respective object identification

given directly to the service terminal controller 41 by the extension module 41.



THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A transaction method between a customer and one of a multiplicity of

service terminals which service terminals supply on location products and/or

services, selectable by customers, subject to costs, wherein

the service terminal transmits via a contactless interface an executable

selection program to a mobile device of the customer, the selection program

lists on the display of the mobile device products and/or services available in

the service terminal for selection by the customer, and the selection program

generates an order record based on a product selected by the customer and/or

a selected service,

the order record includes a service terminal identification for the service

terminal and an object identification for a desired product or a desired service

and by means of the portable mobile device transmits it via a mobile radio

network to a service center,

the service center checks the credit worthiness of the customer from

whom the order record was transmitted, and, in the case of positive credit

worthiness, transmits a credit record including at least one credit value and/or

the object identification via a communication network to the service terminal

identified through the service terminal identification,

on the basis of the received credit record, the service terminal releases

the selection of at least one of the products and/or services identified through

the object identification and, corresponding to the selection made by the

customer, supplies the desired product or the desired service and transmits to

the service center a supply confirmation containing a cost amount for the

supplied product or the supplied service, and

the service center bills to the customer the cost amount for the supplied

product or the supplied service.

2. The transaction method according to claim 1, wherein before supply of

the desired product or the desired service, as a confirmation of the desired

product or the desired service to be supplied, the service center asks the

customer to enter a predefined number of end digits of the call number of the

mobile device, and wherein the service terminal compares the end digits
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entered by the customer with end digits which have been transmitted to the

service terminal together with the credit record.

3. The transaction method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the service

center transmits the credit record together with the service terminal identification

for the service terminal via the communication network to a service terminal

center which service terminal center passes on the credit record via a

communication link to the service terminal identified through the service

terminal identification.

4. A sales system including a multiplicity of service terminals which service

terminals supply on location products and/or services selectable by customers,

subject to costs, wherein

the service terminals each include a contactless device interface, the

service terminals each include a memory unit in which a selection program is
stored, through which selection program a processor of a mobile device is

controllable in such a way that the processor lists on a display of the mobile

device products and/or services available at the service terminal for selection by

the customer and generates an order record based on a product selected by the

customer or a service selected, and wherein the service terminals each include

means of transmitting the selection program via the contactless interface to a

mobile device,

the sales system includes at least one service center which includes

means of receiving data messages from mobile devices via a mobile radio
network, and of recognizing and accepting order records from among these

data messages, which order records each contain an object identification for a
desired product or a desired service and a service terminal identification for the

service terminal from which service terminal a desired product and/or a desired

service is supposed to be supplied,

the service center includes means of taking the object identification from
the order record and the service center includes means of checking the credit
worthiness of the customer from whom the order record has been transmitted,
and, in the case of positive credit worthiness, of transmitting a credit record

containing at least one credit value and the object identification via a
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communication network to the service terminal identified through the service

terminal identification,

the service terminal includes means of releasing the selection of at least

one of the products and/or at least one of the services, in each case based on

the received credit record, and of supplying the desired product or the desired

service corresponding to the selection made by the customer and of

transmitting a supply confirmation to the service center containing a cost

amount for the supplied product or the supplied service, and

the service center includes means of billing to the customer the cost

amount for the supplied product or the supplied service.

The sales system according to claim 4, wherein the sales system

comprises a service terminal center which is connected via the communication

network to the service center and comprises means of receiving the credit

record together with the service terminal identification from the service center

and of passing on, via a communication link, the credit record to the service

terminal identified through the service terminal identification.

6. The sales system according to claim 4 or 5, wherein the service terminal

comprises means of asking the customer to enter a predefined number of end

digits of the call number of the mobile device before supply of the ordered

product in order to confirm the desired product or the desired service to be

supplied and wherein the service terminal compares the end digits entered by

the customer with end digits which have been transmitted to the service

terminal with the credit record.

7. A transaction method between a customer and one of a multiplicity of

service terminals substantially as herein described with reference to the

accompanying drawings.
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8. A sales system including a multiplicity of service terminals which supply

on location products and/or services selectable by customers substantially as

herein described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

DATED: 13 November, 2003

PHILLIPS ORMONDE FITZPATRICK
Attorneys for:
SWISSCOM MOBILE AG
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